• El Niño
• Occurs when air pressure increases in the western Paciﬁc and decreases in
the eastern Paciﬁc
• Weakening the equatorial winds
• Water ﬂows eastward, suppressing up-wellings, shu<ng down delivery of
nutrients to aqua@c life
• Coastal industries are devastated; global weather is changed

• The opposite of El Niño events
• Cold surface waters extend far westward in the
equatorial Paciﬁc
• weather paIerns are aﬀected in opposite ways
• ENSO cycles are periodic, occurring every 2-8 years
• Globally warming air and sea temperatures
• May be increasing their frequency and strength

•

Scien@sts measure atmospheric gases
directly
• Mauna Loa observatory

•

Carbon dioxide concentra@ons
• Should be kept below 350 ppm to
avoid signiﬁcant long term
changes
• increased from 315 ppm to 383
ppm
• between 1958 and 2008
• Now at 393.66 ppm
• Topped 400 ppm last summer
for ﬁrst @me
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•

Proxy indicators
• Indirect evidence that serve as subs@tutes for direct measurements
• Shed light on past climate
• Ice caps, ice sheets, and glaciers hold clues to Earth’s climate
• Trapped bubbles in ice cores
• show atmospheric composi@on, greenhouse gas concentra@on,
temperature trends, snowfall, solar ac@vity, and frequency of ﬁres

• Sediment beds
•

Preserve pollen grains and
other plant remnants

• Tree rings
•

Precipita@on history and ﬁre
occurrence

• Pack rat middens
•

Preserve plant parts for
centuries

• Coral reefs
•

Reveal aspects of ocean
chemistry

• Climate models
• Programs that combine what is
known about:
• atmospheric circula@on
• ocean circula@on
• atmosphere-ocean
interac@ons
• feedback mechanisms
• Simulate climate processes
• becoming more reliable in
predic@ng climate change
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• Scien@ﬁc evidence that climate has changed since industrializa@on
• Now overwhelming and indisputable
• Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (1988)
• An interna@onal panel of scien@sts and government oﬃcials
• The most thoroughly reviewed and widely accepted synthesis of scien@ﬁc
informa@on on climate change
• Has issued a series of reports on climate change
• 11/10/11 - 5 years lea to stop irreversible climate change
• 11/18/11 - Increasing intensity of storms due to climate change
• 9/27/13 – Physics behind projec@ons reaﬃrmed

http://www.ipcc.ch/

• Fourth Assessment Report (2007)
• Consensus of scien@ﬁc climate research from around the world
•

Summarizes thousands of studies

• Documents observed trends
•

In surface temperature, precipita@on paIerns, snow and ice cover, sea
levels, storm intensity, etc.

• Predicts future changes
•

Addressing impacts of climate change on wildlife, ecosystems, and
human socie@es

• Discusses possible strategies to pursue
•

In response to climate change
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•

The IPCC report
•

•

Concludes that average surface temperatures on earth have been rising
since 1906, mostly in the last few decades

At the end of the 21st century, temperatures will be 1.8-4.0° C (3.2-7.2 ° F) higher
than today

• Sea surface temperatures will also increase as oceans absorb more heat
• May not have more storms, but storms will be stronger and longer

• Some regions are receiving more precipita@on
than usual
• And others are receiving less
• Droughts have become more frequent and
severe
• Harming agriculture, promo@ng soil
erosion, reducing drinking water supplies,
and encouraging forest ﬁres
• Heavy rains have contributed to ﬂooding
• Killing people, destroying homes, and
inﬂic@ng billions of dollars in damage
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• High la@tudes = increased
precipita@on
• Low and middle la@tudes =
decreased precipita@on
• will worsen water shortages
in developing countries

•

Mountaintop glaciers are disappearing
• Glacier Na@onal Park
• Only 27 of 150 glaciers remain but will be gone by 2030
• Reducing summer@me water supplies

•

Arc@c and Greenland ice sheets are rapidly mel@ng

•

Antarc@ca

•

As ice melts, darker, less-reﬂec@ve surfaces are exposed

• Ice shelves the size of Rhode Island have disintegrated
• Absorb more sunlight, causing more mel@ng
• Reduced albedo

• Russia, the U.S., Canada, and other na@ons
• Are already claiming regions of the Arc@c as
ice melts
• To get underwater oil and mineral

NASA

reserves
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